[Usefulness of hysteroscopy in diagnosing sterility].
Sterility is a severe social problem. Using hysteroscopy, which is possible thanks to development of medical technology, seems to be an important improvement in diagnostics and therapy of sterility. The aim of this study is evaluation of the usefulness of hysteroscopy in diagnostics of sterility. There was a group of 106 women with diagnosed primary sterility and 82 women with secondary sterility. Wolf and Storz hysteroscopes were used during examinations, whereas the uterine cavity was dilated by CO2 using Wolf Metrometer 2121. During this examination a normal uterine cavity was found in most cases (32.9%). The next findings were: endometrial polyps (27.6%), intrauterine adhesions (23.4%), sub-serous myomas (14.3%), and congenital uterine abnormalities (1.5%). Comparing outcomes of hysteroscopy in both groups of sterile women, the high rate of intrauterine adhesions in the secondary sterility (43.9%) was detected. Performing hysteroscopy in patients with sterility increases considerably the range of informations about reproductive organs. Also the possibility of eye-controlled biopsy, deliberation of intrauterine adhesions or removing of endometrial polyps during endoscopic procedure increases the value of hysteroscopy.